ON THE EXISTENCE OF d SOLUTIONS OF A FUNCTIONAL EQUATION
This paper deals with the problem of the existence of C r solutions of the functional equation (1) p (x) = h (x,<p{x) , (x,55(x) )J 5pJ^fn(x,9»(x) ,
where <p denotes the unknown function; h and f^ (i = = 1,...,n) are given functions. We shall consider the problem of the global existence of C r solutions of equation (1) 
Lemma 2 implies that if a function <p eC r [l] is a solution of equation (1) How we suppose that joeC r [l] is a solution of equation (1). Let us write <p in the form (8) jo(x) = P(x) + y(x), where n (9) P(x) := V* -jf (x -a) 1 , x e I.
We define the functions fi(x,y 00 ) := f^x.Pix) + y 00 ), i=1
£(x,y oo ,...,y on ) := h^x,P(x) + y oQ , P^U.PU) + y QQ )] +y o1 ,..
It follows from (8) and (9) 4. Now we shall investigate-equation (1) with the conditions
Then the system of equations (7) will take the following form
We Sjhall assume the following hypotheses:
There exist positive constants A and B such that
Existence of C r solutions 5 The sets D 1 (9 0 ) and are com P ac ' t » so we can define the constants: (15) w. := sup 1 V9o> 3Mx,y 00> ...,7 0n )
Next we assume (v) The constants A, B (hypothesis (iv)} and 'w^, G, q ( (15) - (17)) fulfil the inequalities:
* + (1 -q j (r-1 )! *
5.
We shall prove the theorem on the existence of C solutions of equation (1).
Theorem.
If hypotheses (i) -(v) and the system of equation (12) (the number 6 depends only on the choice of e. ) and we define S c as the set of those functions <p which fulfil in I the condition
where 6 is defined above* Next we define F as the space of functions u(x) which are defined &nd of class C r in I. For u e F we define the norm
Thus P is a ncrmed vector space over the field of real numbers and the convergence of a sequence u n 6 P means the uniform convergence of the sequences of the functions u n (x), u^(x),...(x) in I. Hence it follows that P is a Banach space. We define a subset S of P which consists of those functions ye F which fulfil the following conditions: (30) i<> ( where a ^ x ^ x to. Henoe in view of (33) i=0,...,r, in particular for s 0 we have
For <p e S we define the transformation if = T(y) by the formula We shall prove that the set S and transformation T fulfil all assumptions of Schauder's theorem* By (31)» (32), (33) and theorem of Arzela we conclude that the set S is compact. The convexity of S is obvious.
Next we shall show that. T(S) c S. According to hypothesis (iii), (30) and (36) we have Differentiating k times (k=1,...,r) the formula (36) we obtain the equalities (cf. lemma 2):
It follows from Lemma 1 that Hj, is continuous, hence ye C r [l] . Setting x = a in (37) we obtain by (30) and (12) y/(8.) = (T9>) (a) = 0.
i.e. f ftilfilB -the conditions (30). Now, using (37) for k = r >2, the equality (4), the assumption (iv), (15), (16), (35), (21) 3f.
00 (x,<p(x) 
Hence according to (17), (18) and (21) we obtain || ^G + q9« 9
i.e. A|/ fulfil the condition (31) for r >2.
Similarly one can prove the condition (31) for r = 1 using equation (3) instead of (4).
Let us take an arbitrary e >0 and let |x-x|<6 where <5" is given by (231, By ('4) and (37) for k = r >2 we have
Let us notice that by hypothesis (iv) and by (35) and (21) we have.
(39) | fiU.plxn-fiti.jrtx))!* (A + B -x\< « | x -x|« <5,' , i = 1.. ,n.
According to the mean-value theorem we obtain for i=0,.. ( .. ,r-1; 3 = 0,...,n the inequalities sup |9 (i+1, (^)||l 3 (|x^(xi -fj(x,j»(5))|.
(SfcTTTilx-ik'i.
Moreover, it follows from (32) and (39) that for | x-x |ss 5«<5' we have
From the above estimates and (38) we can see that we may apply inequalities (23)» (26) and (27). Thus, according to (15) 4 , (13), (14), (21), (22) and (17) we obtain the estimate We see that all assumptions of Schauder's theorem hold. Consequently, equation (1) has at least one solution jpeS. This ends the proof of theorem.
Remark. Instead of R in assumptions (i), (ii) and (iv) we can take some interval <.-c,c> (c >0) such that <-90»90>c: <-c,c>. 
